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HUSSAIN SAGAR
Historical Place

A heavenly sight of Lord
Buddha and India’s second
tallest national flag

Distance from
HITEX 11 Kms
Travel Time 50 mins

Built in the 16th century, Hussain Sagar Lake with a 3 km long dam wall is the largest
artificial lake, which holds water perennially. The lake also has a charming promenade
that doubles up a busy thoroughfare today.
Amidst the heavenly view of a serene lake stands the auspicious statue of Lord Buddha!
Well, this is not just an imagination but a real destination. Built by Hussain Shah Wahi in
the year 1562, it is one of the few man-made lakes in India. The lake, which serves as a link
between Hyderabad and Secunderabad, was constructed on the tributary of River Musi to
provide adequate water supply to the city. Today, it stands proud as one of the most visited
tourist spots in Hyderabad.
A musical fountain adds to the beauty of the Lumbini Park which encircles the lake on one
side. On the other side of the lake is the majestic Birla Mandir sculpted on an elevation. The
entrance is marked by a white arch with two lions standing beside the pillars on each side,
showcasing the traditional Hindu temple design. The monolithic statue of Lord Buddha,
made up of granite, stands tall at a height of 16 meters. The sparkling row of lights that
outline the lake give the impression of a “diamond studded necklace” at night. You can
witness this blissful sight standing at the Tank Bund road which has well laid foot-paths
and benches.

The skyline of Hyderabad above the
picturesque Hussain Sagar Lake has become
more colorful with country’s biggest flag
fluttering atop a sky-kissing pole at a record
height of 88 meters. The national flag with
a gigantic size of 108 in width by 72 feet in
length was hoisted by the Chief Minister K
Chandrashekar Rao.
Adjacent to the Tank Bund Road, is another
boulevard popularly known as the Necklace
Road. With beautiful gardens on both the
sides, this road is often crowded with visitors
in the evenings. The Hussain Sagar Lake is
also the hub of a number of activities that
are carried out to entertain the visitors. Major
attractions include a boat ride from the
Lumbini Park to the Buddha Statue, cruises
with on-board dining facilities, speed boats
and a number of cultural activities carried
out by resident cultural departments.
Being a site of major attraction for the
tourists, the deteriorating conditions
of the lake definitely call for attention.
Nonetheless, the mesmerizing view and the
calmness in the atmosphere make the place
worth visiting!

COO Message
Telangana is already on the path to achieve new milestones.

The newly separated Telangana state from the state of united

The stable and pro-active government is improving mining

Andhra Pradesh has a unique geological set up that can host a

infrastructure and technologies pool, which will continue to

variety of mineral deposits of economic value. Geologically the State,

remain the drivers of the growth story further. Mining Sector is

Telangana is endowed with various rock types belonging to Archean

identified as one of the growth engines and certain minerals have

to Quaternary age.

been identified as focus minerals viz., Limestone, Coal, Iron Ore,
Diamond, Dolomite, Uranium, Garnet, Granite for establishment of
Cement, Thermal Plants, Granite Cutting and Faceting, Steel and
Sponge Iron as focus industry for overall growth and development
of the Mining Sector in the State.

The Mineral consumption is increasing due to promotion of various
industries and manufacture of Mineral based products. State
produces about 33 million tonnes of industrial minerals, 50 to 55
million tonnes of coal and 54 million cubic meters of dimensional
stones and building material. The Department also carried out

There is significant mineral potential that still lay untapped in

preliminary survey studies and identified exclusive mining zones

Telangana for the growth of mining industry. Now that a separate

in Rangareddy, Mahabubnagar, Nalgonda and Medak districts for

State has been formed, a systematic regulatory and administrative

declaration as mining zones for sustainable development of Mining.

procedures, infrastructure facilities leading to sustainable
exploration and mining activity needs to be formulated. Both
Public and Private Sectors established large and medium scale
mineral based industries for manufacture in Telangana State.

Besides, as Global Exhibitions Day 2017 (GED17) is just around the
corner, HITEX wishes all those in the exhibitions industry a happy
‘Global Exhibitions Day 2017’. You can find more details regarding
these topics in the coming pages.

K. V. Nagendra Prasad
COO, HITEX
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dignified speakers presented strong facts to support the significance of role played by
exhibitions in a country.
To sum up, it was a successful edition by the association to put across a fresh appeal to
the govt. to provide them recognition as a vital Industry. This event will certainly go up as
a grand thrive step in unifying the voice of the Exhibition fraternity.

IEIA Open Seminar 2017

‘Exhibitions: Economic Growth Engines’
The Indian Exhibition Industry Association (IEIA) Open Seminar 2017, was successfully held
at Bombay Convention & Exhibition Center (BCEC), Mumbai, India from 4th to 6th May 2017
with the theme ‘Exhibitions: Economic Growth Engines’.
This 3-day event was supported by global industry associations- UFI, IAEE, SISO, SACEOS,
AEFI etc. where all the leading Indian and international industry professionals converged
for networking, business prospecting, knowledge sharing, working out partnerships and
collaborations, M&A discussions, business development and lot more.
Standing parallel to its theme ‘Exhibitions – Economic Growth Engines’, IEIA Open Seminar
2017 lead thought provoking sessions on the overview of exhibition industry, boosting
revenues, growth strategies and ideas on marketing and brand promotion. The event
provided a valuable networking platform to the industry.
Leading exhibition organizers & conference managers, international players looking for
joint ventures in India, industry professionals from exhibition services and key government
officials attended the show. It was an insightful and thought provoking event as the
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Telangana Government to
Celebrate Formation Day
on 2nd June 2017
Telangana Government is all set for the week-long
celebrations to observe Formation Day on June 2,
marking three years of formation of the youngest
state. The 31 districts in the newly-formed state will
be gearing up to celebrate ‘Telangana Formation
Day’ that will witness a host of events as part of weeklong celebration on Telangana’s culture and struggle (for statehood) on a grand scale. The
official celebrations will have a series of cultural and literary programmes along with a slew
of events that will showcase the rich history and culture of the new state.
Telangana was formed as the 29th state of the country on June 2nd 2014, after it was carved
out of Andhra Pradesh. The story of Telangana has been a very symbolic and heroic one.
In the last year, the Telangana government unfurled India’s largest flag on the second
Anniversary of the State’s formation. Chief Minister K Chandrashekar Rao had hoisted the
largest tricolor Indian flag in Hyderabad. The flag stood tall at 88 meters on the banks of
Hussain Sagar Lake in Sanjeevaiah Park. The gigantic flag measures 108 by 72 feet.
Telangana is now gearing up for its third anniversary to create a mood of festivity. At
district-level, the celebrations will begin with paying tributes to Telangana martyrs on June
2. Numerous venues in Hyderabad as well as Telangana Bhavan would be hosting these
events for the public.

Global Exhibitions Day (GED) is a day to
celebrate the exhibition industry and the
people who work in it!
GED17 highlights the power of face-to-face
exhibitions to boost business, jobs and
investment – and inspire millions. This year,
it’s coming on 7th of June to celebrate and
promote the exhibition industry, highlighting
the contributions made to local and national
economies and demonstrate the importance of
exhibitions.
The global initiative of GED was piloted by
Paris-based UFI (The Global Association of the
Exhibition Industry) and the IAEE (International
Association of Exhibitions and Events). With the
support of UFI’s unique network of 56 national
exhibition associations, Global Exhibitions Day
highlights the exhibition industry’s important
role in contribution to the global economy.
The primary goal of the Global Exhibitions Day is
to educate companies and organizations about
the efficacy and merits of exhibiting, the key
support role of exhibitions for the development
of trade and internationalization, and the
stimulating role exhibitions play in driving
innovation and competitiveness of companies.

Global Exhibitions Day plays a major role in
promoting international trade and economic
growth. This global initiative unites people
across the exhibition industry regardless of
their position, employer, level of experience,
origin, culture, language and gender, sharing
the same passion for the exhibitions industry.
GED - 7 June 2017 - is a chance for thousands
of exhibition industry professionals to
celebrate the exhibition industry around the
world and highlight its positive impact on
jobs, business, people, innovation and local
investment.
The first ever GED, held on 8 June 2016,
mobilized the exhibition industry like no
other campaign before. GED16 offered
insight into the diverse and extraordinary
working place that the exhibition industry
is. Thousands of industry professionals
joined events and activities in 60 countries.
Associations, companies, universities and
individual professionals alike demonstrated
their support.
The exhibition industry is now getting ready
for GED17.

INDUSTRY STATISTICS
• More than 260 million visitors flock to exhibitions each year globally, thereby providing
valuable face-to-face interaction with potential clients and business partners.
• The global exhibition industry is valued at USD 55 billion. Hence, exhibitions not
only promote a single industry on a microeconomic level, but stimulate growth and he
development of infrastructure for the entire economic.
• With 4.4 million companies exhibiting each year, exhibitions support the development
of trade and are an instrument of internationalization.
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With India being the world’s fastest growing economy with growth around 7.2%
the demand growth continues to create ground for a robust sector, the supply
remains shackled. India’s thermal coal demand will increase to ~1350mtpa by
2020, driven by high power demand and expected rise in PPA rates. Similarly,
the iron ore demand will reach ~200mtpa by 2020 and metallurgical coal

MINING INDUSTRY IN TELANGANA –
UNEARTHED POTENTIAL

demand will rise to ~80mtpa by 2020. If the potential is tapped fully, the metals
and mining sector can contribute INR 15000 crore per annum to GDP by 2020.
MINERAL SECTOR TELENGANA - MINING OUTLOOK
Telangana region has rich natural resources. About 20 per cent of the country’s
coal deposits are also found here. The State accounts for an estimated 300
crore tonnes of coal, 200 crore tonnes of limestone .The Singareni Collieries
Company Limited excavates coal from these mines for industrial needs and
also to cater to thermal power stations. Telangana is also rich in limestone
deposits that cater to cement factories. Telangana has other mineral resources
like bauxite and mica.
The minister of Telangana State for industries and mines, K.T. Rama Rao,
recently stated that TS also topped the country in mineral revenue collection

Mining is one of the core sectors that drive growth in an economy. Not only does it contribute

in 2016-17. TS earned INR 3,169 crore in 2016-17 against INR 2,369 crore in 2015-16, recording

to GDP, it also acts as a catalyst for the growth of other core industries like power, steel,

34 per cent growth rate, the highest in the country.

cement, etc., which, in turn, are critical for the overall development of the economy. Recent
analysis has shown that every one percent increment in the growth rate of mining and

PRODUCTION OF PRINCIPAL MINERALS

quarrying results in 1.2 – 1.4% increment in the growth rate of industrial production and

The production of certain principal minerals during the year 2014-15 are 527.19 lakh tonnes

correspondingly, an approximate increment of 0.3 percent in the growth rate of India’s GDP.

of Coal, 218.97 lakh tonnes of Limestone, 37.56 lakh tonnes of Stowing Sand, 23.52 lakh

After clocking an average growth rate of 4.8% over the 5 years between 2006-07 and 2010-11.

tonnes of Laterite, 6.11 lakh tonnes of Feldspar, 5.53 lakh tonnes of Dolomite etc., in the State.

Sector is expected to go to 5-6% in next few years. Indian Mining sector was valued at INR
2800 crore in 2012 and can generate additional output of INR 4400 crore by 2025 under a

Singareni to open new minES

business-as- usual scenario, which can grow to INR 7000 crore under an accelerated reforms

To meet the power demands of the State, Singareni Collieries Company Ltd (SCCL) is planning

regime from now to 2030. The Government of India has allowed 100 per cent foreign direct

to open new mines and sets a target to produce 9 crore tonnes of coal per year by 2020-21.

investment (FDI) in the mining sector under the automatic route. Mining lease has been

This is intended to meet the demands of the new upcoming thermal power projects in the

granted for a long duration of minimum 20 years and up to 30 years

State and various other coal based industries.
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CONCLUDED EVENTS
RenewX 2017
7th to 8th April, 2017
Organizer: UBM India
RenewX 2017, a 2-day event organized by UBM India took place at HITEX that
was intended to accelerate the growth of the South Indian Renewable Energy and
contribute to the country’s sustainable economic development. The Expo provided
an excellent platform for organizations to capitalize & penetrate into the lucrative
south Indian renewable energy market and brought together professionals from
the renewable energy industry in the region & helped them to set a growth agenda
for the future. This event offered an ideal platform to network with key renewable
energy experts, showcased innovations from the world’s leading companies &
gathered invaluable expert support, all under one roof.
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INDIA FURNITURE MARKET 2017
7th to 10th April, 2017
Organizer: I Ads & Events Pvt. Ltd.
India Furniture Market, a 4-day event that was held from 7th to 10th April 2017 in
Hyderabad, India at HITEX. This event was a show of furniture and furnishing from
traditional to basic, corporate to contemporary and exquisite range of furniture
from across the globe. India Furniture Market 2017 showcased products of very
large variety furniture, furnishings, handicrafts, paintings, artifacts, frames, modular
kitchens, outdoor and office furniture, sofa fabrics, bed linen, an array of styles and
finishes and many more products and services related to the furniture industry.
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CBRE PROFAIR 2017
14th to 16th April, 2017
Organizer: CBRE Group Inc.
CBRE Propfair, a mega property show was successfully organized by CBRE – The
leading international real estate services firm and the authority in residential real
estate. This 3-day show was held at HITEX, Hyderabad from 14th to16th April 2017
witnessed the coming together of leading builders, property developers and finance
institutions under one roof. It was a path breaking event for property development
companies and a life changing show for home seekers.
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INTERNATIONAL HIGHER
EDUCATION FAIR (IHEF) 2017
22nd to 23rd April, 2017
Organizer: iCircle Expo & Events Pvt. Ltd.
IHEF 2017, India’s largest education exhibition was a 2-day fair took place from 22nd
to 23rd April 2017 in Hyderabad, India at HITEX. This fair served as a mega platform
to link prestigious local and foreign higher education institutes with the best of
India’s graduation and post-graduation aspirants. IHEF 2017 included top tier
speakers, engaging discussions, inspiring panelists along with contests, awards and
plenty of networking opportunities, showcased seminars and workshops featuring
experts in the field of Higher Education from around the world.
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iPHEX 2017
27th to 29th April, 2017
Organizer: Pharmexil, Brand India Pharma
iPHEX 2017, a 3-day exhibition was held from 27th to 29th April, 2017 at HITEX,
India that brought showcase of Indian pharmaceutical products and technologies
to a global audience. Around 400 overseas buyers from focused areas were
invited to participate in the exhibition. This 3-day mega pharma show, organized
by Pharmexcil was inaugurated by K T Rama Rao, Minister for IT E&C, MAUD and
Industries, government of Telangana.
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Upcoming Events
HYDERABAD KIDS’ FAIR 2017

DEEP MELA 2017

2nd to 5th June, 2017
Organizer: HITEX

14th to 16th July, 2017
Organizer: Deep Shikha Mahila Club

The Hyderabad Kids’ Fair 9th edition is a largest kids’ carnival which is to be held
from 2nd to 5th June 2017 at HITEX, starting from 11:00 am to 10:00 pm. The
Hyderabad Kids’ Fair will play host to a great line-up of kid’s fashion, accessories,
games, education and food brands. Being the largest Kids’ event in India, the
HKF attract lakhs of visitors each year and has consistently proved to be a grand
success for exhibitors, sponsors, the community, and most importantly, the kids.
The Fair provides a comprehensive shopping experience showcasing vendors
that appeal to children, babies, toddlers and parents alike.

Deep Mela is a 3 day event to be held from 14th to 16th July 2017 at the Hitex
Exhibition Center in Hyderabad, India. This event showcases products like
apparel & clothing, fabulous holiday gift ideas, jewellery & accessories, home
appliances, decor products, cosmetics & beauty products, food & beverage,
garments, handbags etc. in the consumer & carnivals industry.

FURNITURE & HOME DECOR 2017
2nd to 5th June, 2017
Organizer: I Ads & Events Pvt. Ltd.
The Furniture & Home Decor Fair is a 4-day event to be held from 2nd to
5th June, 2017 at the HITEX Exhibition Center in Hyderabad, India. This
event showcases products of wide-range varieties in furniture, furnishings,
handicrafts, paintings, artifacts, frames, modular kitchens, outdoor & office
furniture, sofa fabrics, bed linen, an array of styles & finishes and many more
products & services related to the furniture industry.

2017

Hyderabad Shopping Festival 2017
14th to 16th July, 2017
Organizer: Prompt Trade Fairs (I) Pvt. Ltd.
Hyderabad Shopping Festival 2017, being organized on 14th to 16th July 2017 at
HITEX Exhibition Center, will celebrate the shopping fever during this summer
season. The Exhibition will be a mega event in scale and will showcase all the
trendy & designer stuff for home ranging electronics & home appliances,
furnishing, home textiles, wardrobes, automobiles, modular kitchen &
accessories, lighting systems, clothing, fashion products, arts & handicrafts,
clocks & watches, mats & carpets, decorative lighting systems, wallpapers,
fitness products artificial flowers, home UPS & Inverters, RO Systems, beauty
& health products, gift & fancy items, leather products, solar products, home
security systems and many more.

Home Furniture Expo 2017
23rd to 25th June, 2017
Organizer: Prompt Trade Fairs (I) Pvt. Ltd.
The Home Interior Fair 2017 is an alluring affair that will bring exhibitors and
customers on a single platform to deal with an exhaustive range of products and
services for all home furniture needs. The exhibitors range from top multinational
brands and homegrown companies to popular local brands. A broad range of
products will be displayed, covering furniture & furnishings, interior décor,
kitchen décor, modular kitchen with accessories, lighting, flower, fabrics, drapes
and textiles to name a few.
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Discover nearby luxury hotels to HITEX Fusing local culture and international designed hotels, offering a host of facilities and services.

Hotel Formule 1
Survey No. 35,
Next to Phoenix
Avance, Hi tech City,
Hyderabad 500 081
+9140 7133 0330
H8493-SL1@accor.com
h8493-RE@accor.com
3 km from HITEX
Top 5 Facilities: Buffet Breakfast, Wi-fi, Special Ladies floor
for single lady travellers, on-site bicycles, flexibility of
ordering food from outside, etc...

Price range ₹ 1,999 - ₹ 2,499 + taxes

KHYATHI
HOTELS & RESORTS
Plot No 148/B, Jubliee Garden Layout,
Behind Viashnaoi Honda Show Room,
Kondapur, Hyderabad 500 084.
+9140 4230 8989, +91 82973 18989
stay@khyathihotels.com

Every
event
eventful
Plan yours

1.5 km from HITEX
Top 5 Facilities: Breakfast (Buffet), Wi-Fi Hot Spot,
News papers in lobby, LED TV’S in rooms, 24hrs hot &
cold running water, etc...

Price range ₹ 2,000 - ₹ 2,300 + taxes

LAKEVIEW HOMES
Plot No. 148/B, Helamalaha Nivas,
Jubliee Garden Layout, Behind
Viashnaoi Honda Show Room,
Kondapur, Hyderabad 500 084
+9140 6460 8989, +91 82973 18989
bookings@lakeviewhometel.com

To Advertise in POV
Contact at:
T: +91 40 23112121/22/23
E: vpm@hitex.co.in

1.5 km from HITEX
Top 5 Facilities: Breakfast (Buffet), Wi-Fi Hot Spot,
News papers in lobby, LED TV’S in rooms, 24hrs hot &
cold running water, etc...

Price range ₹ 1,600 - ₹ 1,900 + taxes

6,000+ hotel rooms within 5KM radius of HITEX
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HITEX Exhibition Center / HYDERABAD

THE VENUE
FOR SUCCESS
PREMIER NEXUS FOR
CONFERENCES, EXHIBITIONS,
AND TRADE FAIRSIN INDIA

• Centrally located: 2 Hours
flight from any major city IN INDIA
• High quality ‘MICE’ infrastructure

Purpose-built
Exhibition &
Conference Venue

•
•
•
•
•

Indoor Exhibition Halls
Conference Halls
Open Grounds
Outdoor Display Areas
Landscaped Fair Park

1st Floor, Trade Fair Office Building, HITEX Exhibition Center, Izzat Nagar, Hyderabad 500 084. Telangana. India
T : +91 40 2311 2121 / 22 / 23 | F : +91 40 2311 2124 | email: hitex@hitex.co.in | hitex.co.in

brandex.be

• Industry friendly and supportive
State Government

